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I • SUMMARY OF WORK PERFORMED 
Research under this contract began on 1 October 1953 . At that time the 
microwave spectrograph was still under ccnstr c t ::.cn and some expected delays 
were encountered in assembling all the necessary equi pment for the investiga-
tion of molecules by this method. The::-efore_, a l a rge part of the research time 
was devoted to radio-frequency spectroscopy during this early period. A. large 
number of chlorine compounds were investigated for p re nuclear quadrupole res-
onance in the frequency region 20 t o 45 Me. Resonance absorption lines were 
found in 14 of these. These radio -frequency spectra provide evidence about 
chemical bond analysis t:tat will be useful in the devel opment of new theories. 
Work on the microwave spectrum of nitrosyl br mide began in the summer of 
1954, and since that time the larger part of he research time has been spent 
on microwave spectroscopy. This decis: on to emphasize microwave spectroscopy 
was influenced to some extent by the concentration of several other laboratories 
on the radio-frequency field . 
The microwave spectra of nitrosyl bromide (NOBr) and nitryl chloride 
(N0
2
Cl) have been investigated in the region 20,000 t o 40,000 Me. A complete 
analysis has been made of the J ~ 2 ~ 3 trans i tio f or ni trosyl bromide and 
the J :;;:: 2 ~ 3 and J ~ 3 ~ 4 transi ti.nns fer ni try._ cb.J.ori.1e . The Stark effect 
for both molecules has also been studied. c a:...cvlati ons from the spectra give 
the rotational constants, moments of i nert:i.a, internu.c1.ear distances, bond 
angles, quadrupole coupling constant s, and d:tpole moments . 
The Stark effect for the previously r eported ;;· = .2 ~ 3 transition of chl.oro-
trifluoromethane (CC1F
3
) has als o been observed and preli minary calculations 
have been made. The work on this molecul e has not yet been completed. A sum-
mary of the results on each molecule w:i. l l be found in Chapter III, Section C o 
-1 -
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In this report the radio-fre.quency and microwave work are discussed separ-
ately. In each .case a brief introduction is .followed by sections on experimental 
technique and results. The app-endix contains a. listing of .a.ll microwave spectral 
lines observed for nitrosyl bromide and nitryl ehlorideo A very useful computa.-
.tional procedure :for quadrupole interactions which is not formd in the litera-
ture is also included in the appendix. 
-2 ·-
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II. RADIO -FREQUENC'! SPEC1rROSCOFi 
A. Introduction 
Many molecular crystals containing nuclei with nonzero quadrupole moment 
exhibit narrow absorption 1 ines in the· radio~frequency region. These lines 
result from transitions between molecular ener gy l evels split by the interaction 
of the nuclear quadrupole n1oment with t he elect ric f ield gradient at the nu-
cleus (interaction of a nonspherical charge wit a nonuniform field). The elec-
tric field gradient is a symmetric tensor w_ose components are the second deriva-
tives of the el ectric potential along .space fixed axes; i. e., 
d2..V. 2J2v d2y 
~;2 dXdY dxdZ 
2J2..,.v. d2.._ d 
dYdX ~2 d'ldZI 
d'2y d2..~ i! l v dzdx (jz(jy 2Jz2_j 
By trans.forrnation to principal axes t he number of independent components 
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All charges other trmn t he ~ucleus itself contribute to the field gradient. 
If ·none of the charges penetrates the nucleus t hen the potential will satisfy 
Laplace's equation within the nucleus and we have 
reducing the number of ind~~pendent components of t he field gradient to two 0 
Finally, if the Z-axis i .s a symmet.ey axis for t b.e external charge distribution 
we have from the last equation 
a.nd the field gradient has only one independent component. In such cases the 
quadrupole interaction energy has t he form 
E - ' ~~L?.?-~~ [ 3 2 
Q - ~ I (2I - l ) ml 1
/T _l')l - . \~ - 'J 
where 
Q is t .ae nuclear quadrupole moment, 
e is t he e l ec t r·oni c cha r ge, 
I is t he nuclear spin, and 
M
1 
is t he z-component of ·-· 0 
The quantity eQ 2J2 · (dz2, sometimes wr i · t en X.ZZ' is alled the quadrupole 
coupl ing constant, In t.t.J.e case of t he c l . or i ne compounds studied, the nuclear 
-4-
spin is 3/2 and the above E!quation predicts two .energy levels for each isotope 
of chlorine. 'rhe absorption lines resulting fr~m t ,ransi tions between these 
levels occur near 30 Me~ 
·The electron distribution near t he nucl eus makes the largest contribution 
to d2Vjdz2 . This electron distribution is infl uen ed considerably by the type 
of chemical bond holding tb.e atom in t he melecule ~ and t he resonance frequencies 
in the chlorine· compounds studied exhibit. t his dependency on c~emical bond type. 
Placement of neighboring atoms also _lS.s a smal..., effect on the resonance fre-
quency. The existenc.e of three resonance frequencies f'or m-dichlorabenzene in-
dicates three different envir onments for t he ·Chlorine nuclei of' this molecule. 
While this dependence of resonance frequency on crystal structure gives some 
information about the crystal (nunfoer Qf o· equiva ent sites), it complicates 
the probl-em of bond analysis. Detailed discuss ions of the correlation between 
quadrupole coupling constants and chemical bond type can be formd in the litera-
ture in the papers of Townes and Daily1 , Livil1gston2 ~ and Goldstein3 and in the 
recent book by Townes and Schawlow4. 
The c ircu:i t for the pu:r'e quad·rupol e spectr omet er is of the type used by 
. Dr. Ralph Livingst~m of' Oak Ridge q ::t cons i s -s (;;).f ar:. osc illator with i t.s tank 
circuit inductance imbedded in t he sample. Par t of t he tank circuit capaci-
ta.nce is that of a vfbrating eapa.ci.to:r, a modified ea.1·phone driven by a step-
down transformer and a Variac. [r his p!·oduces f:requency modulation at 60 cps 
over a range of several megaeycleso Anot her ca.paci .ance in the tank circuit 
can be varied manually t hr ough a 40 t o 1 gear box t o change t he center fre-
quency of the oscillator from 14 t .J 50 Me . 
-5-
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If the frequency of t he O-scillator is swept over an absorption line, the 
absorption of energy by t he sample causes a d:~...ange in the oscillator plate cur-
rent and a voltage pulse B.4~ross a plate load resistance. Tb.is voltage pulse 
is amplified and applied to t he vertical input of an oscilloscope which has a. 
horizontal sweep of 60 cps ., I n t b,is ma.nner a visu.al presentation of the absorp-
tion line is obtained. 
Frequency measurements are made with a Signal Corps B. Co 221 frequency 
meter. Its antenna is plaeed near the oscill a t or so t hat the signal from the 
frequency meter is mixed wj~t.h tt.at of t he oscillator. A low audio frequency 
beat note appears on t he oscilloscope as a brief dist urbance with a widtl\ 
slightly greater than that of an absorption line ~ To determine the line fre-
quency one adjusts t he f r equency met.er unt i l t.he disturba...TJ.ce is centered on the 
absorption line. 
An alternative method of detect ing t· e a.bsorpt i ns utilizing the Zeeman 
effect is also usedo ~he application of a magnet ic field to a crystal splits 
the nuclear quadrupole ene r gy levels int o several components. The splitting 
depends upon t .e orientation of t he cr ys· al i n t he field so that in a non-
rmiform crystal sample :;. such as a powder , the presence of a magne~ic field 
removes any sharp absorpt i . on l ines. A magnet i c :fiel d wr:-. ic.h a l ternates between 
zero and a positive value at a. frequency f 1 causes an absorption line to appear 
and. disappear wit !:":. a f y·equency f 1 wt.:en t he oscil~ator is tuned to the absorp-
tion line frequency 0 Any .s:i.gnal developed across t he plate load resistance is 
fed into a phase sensitive detector whose refer ence voltage is the same fre-
quency as the magnetic field~ T2e out put of t h i s det ector is recorded using an 
Esterline Angus recording milliammeter whi l e the oscillator is being tuned by 
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an electric motoro .Any lines found t his way are then displayed on the oscil1o-
.scope so that their frequeney can 'be mea~sured as described above a 
C. Results 
Seventy-one chlorine COD1l>Ounds were investigated for nuclear quadrupole 
resonance between 20 and 45 Me 0 Resonance a'bsorption lines were detected for 
the 14 com:poilllds listed in ~:able I 0 • AJ.l measurements were ma.de at liquid nitro-
gen temperature .. 
TABLE I 
Q.UADR .. OLE F.ESONANCES FOR Cl 35 















4. 4 .. Chlor o- 3, 5·oo:xylenol 
Cl.C6H2 {cE3
)2 :I 
5., Ett:y l Trichlor osr ane 
C2H5Si Cl:? 
6. Ethyl C l o;roforma.te 
C1COOC2H5 









37 a 796 
34 .. 348 
34a415 
18.756 



















C lC 6 H 4""'1\T,O 2 
TABLE I (Concluded) 
13. 21 5-Dimethylbenzeneosul:fonyl Chloride 
(C3:3)2C6H3S02Cl 













The two resonance frequencies observed for each of the com:pounds 1,4-
dichloro-2-nitrobenzene and 1,2-dichloro-4~nitrobenzene; are presumably pro-
duced by . chl or ine a.tems oceupying different positions in the molecule. In 
the first molecule t :t:.e nitro group occupies the ortho-position with respect 
to chlorine 1 and t ;b.e meta.·-posi t ion with respec t to chlorine 4. Comparison of 
t he resonance frequencies of chlorobenzene, o~chloronitrobenzene, and m-
chloronitrobenzene repo:dted 'by Dean and Pound5 shows that the presence of a 
nitro group in t he ortho-position increases the :resonance frequency by a 
larger amount than the nitr o gr oup in t he meta-posi~ion. This would indicate 
-8-
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that the resonance at 37.874 Me is produced by chlorine l and the resonance at 
35.921 Me by chlorine 4.. ~~uanti tative estimates of the resonance frequencies 
obtained by adding the frequency s.hifts produced by a nitro group and a. chlorine 
atom a.re in reasonable agr•eement with the observed :frequencies. Such estimates 
are complicated by the dif:t'erence in crys·tal structure and by the temperature 
dependence of quadrupole resonance .. 
In l,2-dichloro-4~nit:robenzene the nitro group occupies the meta-position 
with respect to chlorine 2 and the para-posit ion with respect to chlorine 1. 
Quadrupol,e resonance has not been observed in p-nitrochlorobenzene and the fre-
quency shift is difficult to estimate with accuracy because of the presence of 
the resonance effect described by Pauling6 0 For this reason the two resonances 
in this molecule are not identified. 
The resonance frequeney for l~ehloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene is higher than the 
value 34. 622 Me reported by Livingston 7 for monochloro benzene. This increase 
in the Cl35 resonance frequency produced when nitro groups replace hydrogen 
atoms in monochlorobenzene is also evident in the measurements of Dea.n and 
8 Pound. 
Two resonances were found for 4-c:bloro-3,5-xylenol at frequencies slightly 
lower tban t hose for parach oropheno18 a t t his temperature. Thus the substi-
tution of methyl groups for hydrogen at car bon atoms 3 and 5 decreases the 
resonance frequency. · The existence of two :resonance frequencies for 4~chloro-
3,5-xylenol presumably results from two nonequivalent chlorine positions in the 
crystal latticeo 
The three absorption lines found for et hyl trichlorosilane occur at rela-
tively low frequencies, indicating a decrease in resonance frequeney with 
-9-
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increased electronegativity difference. These frequencies are slightly lower 
than those reported by Livingston9 for tetrachlorosila.ne. This frequency de-
crease is probably the result of increased ionic character of the remaining 
C-Cl bonds when one chlori:ae atom is replaced by an ethyl group. 
Resonances in ethyl chloroformate and ethyl trichloroacetate were observed 
using Zeeman modulation and a pr...a.se~sensitive detector. Comparison of the struc-
tural formulas and resonanee frequencies of t hese two molecules with trichloro-
acetyl chloride10 further illustrates t he effect of chemical bonding on nuclear 
quadrupole resonance. In Moleccules 1 a.nd 2 of Table II the chlorines on the left 
end have almost identical bonding to t he carbon atom and their resonance frequen-
.cies are almost t he same~ In Molecules 2 and 3 the carbon trichloro groups (CC1
3
) 
have almost identical bonding and again t :te r e s ona."lce frequencies are about the 
same. The existence of two resonances for t he carbon trichloro group of' ethyl 
trichloracetate and three f'o:r t he same group in trichloroacetyl chloride is 
probably the result of a differ ence in crystal structure. 
The resonance at 36.294 Me for l~chloro-2-fluorobenzene when compared with 
the resonance at 34 .622 Me for monoc- _lor obenzene indicates that the highly elec-
tronegative fluorine withdraws electrons from the ring, thus increasing the 
chlorine resonance frequency. The substitution of a.n NH2 group at the same 
position lowers t~e resonanee frequency sli~Ltly as evident from the resonance 
at 34 ol5l Me for p~chloroan:tline-" 
The remaining resonances were !''eported and discussed by other investiga-
tors2'8'11'12 at about the time our measurements were made. 
As mentioned above, t he pos itions of neigh boring atoms have a small effect 
on resonance frequency " 1.rherefore, in a. sol id whose structure is not completely 
-10-
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TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF Cl35 QUADRUPOLE RESONAWCES Ll\I RELATED COMPOUNDS 
Compound 
1. Ethyl chloroformate Cl-C ~ O-C H 
II 2 5 
0 
2. Trichloroa.cetyl Chloridet Cl-C- CCl
3 · II 
0 

















40 .. 339 
uniform the resonance will be broad with very little absorption at .any one fre-
quency. In such cases a resonance may not be detected at all. The chemicals 
used in these investigations were of commercial grade and it was not always pos-
sible to crystallize them uniformly. This is presumably one reason why only 
14 resonances were found in 71 compounds investigated o 
An unambigious interpretation of quadrupole couplings cannot be made in 
terms of cbemical bond types. Quadrupole couplings do, however, provide addi-
tional evidence concerning ·bonds whic~'l will be increasingly valuable in the 
development of ·new theories. 
-ll-
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III. MICROWAVE SPECTROSCOPY 
A.. Introduction 
The internal energy of a molecule of a gas may be divided into three parts, 
electronic, vibrational, and rotational. The radiati.on emitted or absorbed when 
the molecule changes its rotational energy .state falls in the microwave region 
of the spectrum. From the frequencies of these rotational spectral lines it is 
possible to determine the :rotational constants and moments of inertia of the 
molecule. If measurements are made on all available isotopic species of the 
molecule it is sometimes possible to cal-culate all the internuclear distances, 
as in cases of nitryl chlori.de and nitrosyl bromide. 
For a molecule containing a nucleus with electric quadrupole moment, the 
rotational lines will be split i.nto components. The number of components is 
determined by the number of allow-ed orientations of the nucleus, which is in 
turn determined by the nuclear spin. This splitting results from an inter-
action between the nuclear quadrupole moment and the electric field gradient, 
the type of interaction described in Section I -A for solids . For a gas mole-
cule the elec.tric field gradient effective in causing splitting is the average 
gradient referred to spac~ -·fixed axes. Thi s average field gradient along space-
fixed axes can be calculated from the field gradient along molecule-fixed axes 
and the rotational state of the molecule. Therefore, it is possible to express 
the quadrupole splitting of the rotatt onal. l.:i.nes in terms of the quadrupole 
coupling constants eQo~jda2 , eQd2Vjdb2, and eQd2Vjdc2, where the partial deri-
vations are taken with respect to the pri.nci.pal axes of the molecule. 
By measuring the quadrupole splitting of the rotational lines one can de-
termine the quadrupole coupling constants. These constants are valuable to the 
-12 -· 
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theoretical chemist in the anal,ysis of chemical bonds o Quadrupole coupling de-
terminations from the microwave spectrum of a gas are usually more useful for 
bond analysis than the information obtained from the radio-frequency spectrum 
of a solido The microwave determination yields the magnitude and sign of the 
three diagonal elements of the quadrupole CC!!lpl.ing tensor and these are free 
from the complicating effeets of nei.gl::..boring molecules .. 
When the molecules of a gas are subjected to an electric field, the ro-
tational energy levels are spli.t into component levels by the Stark effect. 
This splitting results from an interaction between the molecular dipole moment 
and the applied electric f:leld. Sin,::!e the applied field can be measured the di-
pole moment can be calculated from the spectrum o 'When both Stark effect and 
quadrupole splitting are present simultane usly, the spectrum is rather complex . 
. A first order theory of the Stark effect for asymmetric-top molecules with quad-
. 1 . t t 0 h b k d t b Mi h . l3 rupo e 1n erac 1on as een wor e ou y zus_J.Lma. 
The mi.crowave spectra of nitrosyl bromide and nitryl chloride have been 
studied under this contract. For these molecules it has been possible to cal-
culate rotational constants., moments of inerti a, internuclear distance_s., quad-
rupole coupli.ng ;;:ons tants, and dipole moments o Tt1e results of this work are 
discussed belovt. 
B o_ Experimental Techn~que 
The microwave spectrograph used :i.n these investigations is similar to that 
14 described by Hughes and Wilson. The absorption cell is a 20..-foot section 
of X-band waveguide with a brass strip running lengthwise down the center of 
the guide. The plane of the s tri.p i.s perpendicular to the E -field of the micro-
wave energy. The Stark voltage is impressed between the center electrode and 
-13-
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the waveguide, thus producing an electric fiel.d in the region occupied by the 
gas. This voltage is an 8~5 -kc square wave alternating between zero and an ad-
justable negative vol tage. 
As a result of the 85 -kc electric fi.eld applied to the molecules, the 
microwave energy is amplitude modulated when the klystron frequency coincides 
with an absorption li.ne o 1rhe output of the crystal detector mounted at the 
end of the absorption cell is fed into an HRO ccmmunications receiver tuned 
to receive an 85-kc c-w signalo Whenever the klystron frequency is swept over 
an absorption line, the output of the receiver is an audio frequency signal 
which can be displayed on an oocilloscope. 
The output of the crystal detector can al.so be fed into an 85 •kc phase-
sensitive detector whose reference voltage i.s supplied by the Stark voltage 
generator. The signal from the phase-sensitive detector may be displayed on 
an oscilloscope if the klyBtron is being swept electrically, but greater sen-
sitivity is obtained by tuning the klystron slowly with an electric motor and 
recording the lines with an Esterli.ne Angus recording milliammeter. Absorp-
tions due to transt.t:i.ons between Stark-split energy levels (Stark components) 
occur during t hat half of the cycle when the Stark voltage is not zero and 
absorpti.ons due to transi t :Lons between the unspli t levels (main lines) occur 
when t he Stark voltage is zero. Thus the 85-kc signal due to a Stark component 
is 180° out of phase with a main line signal, and a distinction can be made in 
the phase-sensitive detector so that the recording milliammeter deflects in 
one direction for Stark components and in the opposite direction for main lines. 
The recording of the J :--;: 2] ~ 3 transi t :i.on of NOF)c135 in Figure 6 shows the 
. 0 c. 
Stark components inverted . 
-14-
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Frequency measurementB are made by the method described by Unterberger 
and Smith.15 Standard frequencies in the microwave region are obtained by 
starting with a 5-Mc cryst~li controlled oscillator and multiplying the fre-
quency with vacuum tube circuits until an output of 216o Me is obtainedo This, 
along with 30, 90, 270, and 54o Me is appl.i.ed to a multiplier and mixer crystal 
mounted in the waveguide, thus produci.ng standard frequencies 30 Me apart in 
the microwave regiono This one crystal also receives energy from the klystron 
so that a beatnote between the klystron frequency and one of the standard fre-
quencies appears across the crystal. A calibrated HRO receiver is used to mea-
sure the frequency of the beatnoteo An absorption type wavemeter is used to 
determine which standard frequency is beating with the klystron. Also, it is 
possible to turn off the 30-Mc markers, leaving standard frequency markers every 
90 Me apart in the microwaYe region. I t is then easy to identify the standard 
frequencies with the absorption t ype wavemeter. 
Since both nitrosyl bromi de and nitryl chloride decomposed in the cell, 
it ~as found necessary t o admit them continuously at one end of the 20-foot 
absorption cell while pump:ing from the other end. It was also found necessary 
to keep the c.ell cooled to dry i c; e temperature for both samples. Two methods 
were used t o adm:i.t the sam:_les t o t he cell at the proper pressures. In one 
method. the sample is conta:Lned i,n a gl ass holder i.mmersed in liquid nitrogen. 
Lowering the liqu:i.d nitrogen level below t he sample increases the temperature 
of the top of the sample a:~d thereby increases the vapor pressure. Reasonable 
control over the pressure r~ an be maintaine d by raising or lowering the liquid 
nitrogen vessel the thi ckness of one or more standard 3 by 5 cards. 
The second method was developed whil e working on nitryl chloride and has 
been tried only with this molecule o I n thi.s method a constriction is placed 
-15 -
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between the sample and the cell. The sample is maintained at dry ice temp-
erature, which produces a vapor pressure much too high to detect absorption 
lines, but on the cell side of the constriction the pressure is greatly reduceda 
This pressure can be controlled by raising or lowering the level of the dry ice 
and acetone solution which surrounds the sample. If the acetone extends several 
inches above the dry ice an appreciable temperature gradient exists near the 
surface of the acetone. This furnishes an .excellent control over the tempera-
ture of the sample. 
Figure 1 shows the constri.ction as it :i.s used. It consists of a small 
glass tube drawn out tc a fine capillary. A ring seal joins its larger end 
inside the vacuum li.ne betllreen the sample and the cell, and a bypass line ¥ti th 
a stopcock is sealed arouncl the· ring seal to speed the removal of air from the 
sample holder. The small eapillary extends through a ground glass joint which 
can be removed, leaving the capillary tube exposed so that it can be broken off 
in small pieces to adjust the pressure by a trial and error method. Once the 
size of the capillary was properly fixed it required no more attention and the 
pressure inside the cell was easi.ly rep:rcduced day after day o 
C. Results 
1. N" t rosyl Bromide 
A detailed discuBsi.on of the work on nitrosyl bromide will be found 
i.n Technical Reports No. 1 and 2, OOR Project No o 1016. The molecular data 
obtained are summarized in the following section. The frequencies of all the 
observed spectral lines for this molecule are listed in Appendix II. 
a. s ·umma.ry of ~~sul ts for Ni. trosyl Bromide. An analysis of the 
J = 2 - 3 transition of nitrosyl bromide gives the rotational constants (A, B, 
and C) listed in Table II .. . 
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Figure l. Apparatus for Admitting Gas into the Cell at a Controlled 
Pressure. 
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TABLE III 
MOLECUIJ\R CONSTANTS OF NITROSYL BROMIDE 
NOBr 79 NOBr81 
(Me) (Me) 
A 83_, 340 83,340 
B 3,747.2 3,722.5 
c 3,586.0 3,563.3 
Xaa 388 326 
xbb -240 -200 
xcc -149 -125 
The structural parameters obtained from the above rotational constants are 
d(N - 0) = l.l5A, d(N - Br) = 2.14A, d(O - Br) ~ 2.81A, and LBr-N-0 = 114°. 
The N - 0 and N - Br distances are exactly the same as the electron diffrac-
tion results of Ketelaar and Pa1mer16; however, the 0 - Br distance is .04A 
shorter than their value. 
The quadrupole couplings obtained from an analysis of the hyperfine 
structure of the rotational lines are given in Table III . An interpretation 
of the q_uadrupole coupling eonstants wl.th regard to the N - Br bond indicates 
contributions from single bonded, double bonded, and ionic structures. 
The Stark effect for nl trosyl brom:i.de was investigated in an effort to 
determine the molecular dipole moment. Unfortunately the component of dipole 
moment along the principal axis ~contributes pr actically nothing to the split-
ting of the hy-perfine lines in an electric fi.eld and therefore cannot be 
determined. The component along pr:.nc i pal axis a is found to be 1.76 Debye. 
-18-
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Since the writing of Technical Reports No o 1 and 2 some work has been done on 
the theory of the ·Stark effect of an asymmetric top with hyperfine structure 
which indicates that a l}igher order correcti.on to Mizushima' s theory may be 
needed. This work,when complete,may lead to a slight change in the dipole mo-
ment of the nitrosyl bromide moleculeo 
2. Chlorotrifluorome·thane 
The microwave spectrum of chlorotrifluoromethane has been investi-
1'7 gated by Coles and Hughes ; however, the dipole moment of this molecule has 
not been measured. We have attempted to resolve the Stark components of the 
J == 2 -+ 3 group in order to measure the dlpole moment. This group consists of 
six strong lines and several weak ones, making the resolution and identifies-
tion of Stark components very difficult. ~ ·spi.te of this some Stark components 
18 have been resolved. The weak field theory of Low and Townes has been applied 
and found to be inadequate for t his case. We are now in the process of apply-
ing the intermediate field theory. The latter theory is quite tedious to work 
out and requires the soluti on of fourth order secular determinants. Prelimi-
nary calculations indicate a dipole moment in the vicinity of 0 o5 D=bye. More 
precise frequency measurements must be made before an accurate dipole moment can 
be obtained o 
3 . Nitryl Chloride 
Studies of the mJ.crowave spectrum of nitryl chloride were initiated 
in March, 1955, with the intent of, resolving ~ ertain ambiguities in the 
structural-form determination afforded by the :i . nfrared spectrum .1 9 Shortly 
after this work was begun, Millen and Si nnott 20 in England reported their deter-
mi.nation of the rotational constants of Ni 
2
c135 from i.ts o
0 
- 1_1 , 1_1 - 2 _2 , 
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transitions, and mentioned observation of numerous other lines . in 
the region from 8500 to 27., 500 Me. A Y -shaped planar molecular form was estab-
lished conclusively by the absence of transitions involving energy levels anti-
symmetric in its identical oxygen nuclei. 
Subsequent work here 111as directed toward accurate measurement of the fre-




c137 in the 
region 25,000 to 40,600 Me, calculation of quadrupole coupling constants from 
the hyperfine structure, a;:1d determination of the approximate dipole moment of 
NO Cl35 from the Stark effect. 
2 
It was noted in the course of these investigations that the spectrum of the 
molecule by itself affords only a very weak determination of the rotational con-
stants; in fact, our transition frequencies as well as the lower-J transitions 
reported by Millen and Si.n:nott can be predicted accurately by sets of rotational 
constants in Yrhich the constant A vari.es by several hundred megacycles. For a 
stronger determination, it was found necessary to treat the molecule as a rigid 
planar rotor so that the relation Ia + ~ - - 0 among the moments of inertia 
c 
could be used as an additional restri.cti.on. Tb.e r esulting rotational constants 
differ considerably from those proposed by M.t 1len and Sinnott? but are under-
stood to be in good agreement wi th revised valres obtained by Dr. Sinnott in 
more recent unpublished work .21 
Molecular dimensions have been calculated from the rotational constants ob-
tained through the rigid-rotor treatment. 
a. Summary of Results for Nitryl Chloride . The molecular information 
derived from the microwave spectrum is s .mnnari.z d in Table llT. 
-20-
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TABLE IV 
NITRYL CHLORIDE MICROWAVE DATA 
Transitions Observed: 
2-2 - 3 ·3' 21 - 3o, 2:2 - 31, 3-3 - 4 -4' 3o - 4 -1' 31 - 4o 
NO Cl35 NO Cl37 
2 2 ---- 0 
A 13250 Me 13250 Me 
B 5173.8 5019.0 
c 3721.1 3640.4 
xaa -94.7 -74.6 
xbb 52.2 41.1 






Rotational Constants Calculated from 2 - 3 Transitions, using I
8 
+ Ib - Ic - 0 
The six transitions listed were observed for both isotopic species; they 
lie in the region 25,000 to 37,100 Me. 
of N0
2
c137 was observed at 40,600 Me. 
measured is given in Appendix I II . 
I n addition, the 4_4 - 5_5 
transition 
A complete tabulation of the 65 lines 
The rotational constants shown were calculated from the 2 - 3 transitions 
using the relation I a + Ib - Ic ~ 0. Fi tti.ng of the 2 - 3 transitions results 
in prediction errors of from 0.1 to 0.6 Me for the 3 - 4 transitions and of 
about 0.25 Me for the lower-J transitions reported by Millen and Sinnott. 
The prediction error for the single 4 - 5 transition observed is slightly in 
excess of 2 Me. These small di.screpancies cannot be removed by adjustment of 
-21-
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the rotational constants; certain regularities in their magnitudes suggest that 
they are due to centrifugal distortion of the molecular framework. 
The molecular dimensions shown were calculated from the moments of inertia 
corresponding to the tabulated rotational constants. 
The quadrupole coupling constants were calculated from the hyperfine struc-
ture of the 2 - 3 transitions, using a "maximum likelihoodn fitting process to 
make efficient use of the experimental data. They predict the observed split-
tings of the 58 well-resolved lines i.n Appendix I I I w:i.th a standard deviation 
of 0.02 Me. 
35 Determination of the dipole moment of N02c1· was undertaken by analysis 
of the Stark splitting of the 21 - 30 transit:Lon. Exce-pt at small fields, the 
method of Mlzus~ima proved to be onl.y quallta.ti vely correct for this transition 




levels. The complete theory c£ 
the Stark effect in an as~nmetric rotor with quadrupole interaction has not yet 
been ~orked out for t he case of near-degeneracy; however, an approximate treat-
ment of the shift of a s i rlj?;le component by the me thod of Golden and Wilson22 
gave good agreement wi th experiment for a dipol e moment of 0.53 Debye. This 
figure is close to cne of 0.51 Debye obtained at small fields by application 
of the n ndegenerate theory. 
b. Rotat1anal Constants of Nitryl Chlor i de. To facilitate identi-
f i.e:.ation of t he observed l :ines, a predicted spect rum was first compiled using 
estimated rotational constants, assuming a Y-shaped planar structure with inter-
nuclear distances comparable to those found i.n t he r compounds., The 2 .. 3 
transitions were observed at · f r equencies r oughly 1000 Me lower than those pre-
dicted a Before sufficient data had been gat hered t o permi.t an adjustment of 
- 22 -
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rotational constants? Millt~n and Sinnott reported the values A= 13,012 Me, 
B :;;;;: 516l.L 7 Me , and C ::: 3730.5 Me for N0
2
c135 Q A revised spectrum calculated 
from these constants was fo-und to be in quite accurate agreement with experi-
ment, permitti.ng ready identification of the 3 - 4 transi.tions subsequently 
observed. An accurate prediction of the N0
2
c2.37 spectrum was also obtained by 
calculating molecular dimensions from the ~ro,..,ca35 constants .~ substi.tuting the 
c. 
nuclear mass for c137, and calculating the rotati.onal constants of the result-
ing structure. 
The determination of rotational constant s was re-examined after treatment 
of the hyperfine splitting had permitted precise evaluation of group-center 
freq encie s for all 2 - 3 and 3 ... 4 transitions. Use was made of the expres-
" . b G dy t ' 23 f l . t t " 1- . 1· . t f s~ons glVen ·Y -:or , ~ ~:.· .or ow-J r o a lOna energles as exp lCl unc-
tions of A~ BJ and C. lliese expressions lead to those in Table V for the fre-
quencies of pertinent nitryl chl.or " de transitions. Rotational constants can be 
obtained by substi tuti.on of observed group-center frequencies and simultaneous 
solu t ion of appropriate sets of t he equations. 
Tt will be s ee_ t at not all of these relations impose independent restric-
tions upon th r ot ati onal constants ; i.e ., Relations 1 and 4 contain the same 
informat:ton, as do Relations 3 and 5. Neverthel.ess J the s et is somewhat over-
de erm~.ned, and the equation can be expec ted to be sl.:i.ghtly i .nconsistent be-
~ause of centrifugal distortion . 
· ·n c,rder to effect soluti.on of the equations in a manner which would clearly 
indica t e the degree of :i.nconsistency and t he s trength of the determination, a 
digital compute r ( ·n ·.vac Sc i.ent ific 1101 was employed t o tabulate individually 
the independent restri.c tions ob tained by subs t i t uting Relation 4 in Relations 
-23 -
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TABLE V 
TRANSITION FREQUENC'l' RELATIONS 















) = 3(B + C) 
(5) v(22 -> 3l) ~ 3(B + C) + 2 { [ 4(B - C)2 + (A - B)(A - c)] l/2 
- [(B - C)
2 
+ (A - B)(A - C) J l/2 } 
(6) v(30 _,4_l) ~ 6A+ B + C- 2 [4(B- C)
2 
+ 9(A- B)(A- c)] l/2 
2, 6, and in the relation C1btained by subtracting Relati.on 3 from 5. (Relation 
2 was tabulated for N0
2
c135; only, using the frequencies published by Millen and 
Sinnott.} Some of the computer read-out sheets for N0
2
c135 are reproduced in 
Figures 2 t hrough 4. The tables represent, in effect, "graphsu of 'B or C as a 
functl on of A. Simultaneous solution of any pair of relations is accomplished 
by a. simple inspection of the tables to determine their "intersection", i.e., 
t o find a value of A for which the corresponding values of B or C are the same 
:i.n both tables. 
It happens that in the region of :i.nterest the three relations plot as 
almost exactly parallel curves ·' so that the six transitions of Table V afford 
-24-
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NO Cl 35 ROTATIONAL CONSTANTS 
(Continued) 2 
1 to 2 TRANSITION A B c 
-1 -2 
13260 5173.705 3721.195 
13270 5174.115 3720.785 
A B c 13280 5174.524 3720.376 
13290 5174.934 3719.966 
12800 5154.594 3740.306 13300 5175.343 3719.557 
12810 5155.015 3739.885 13310 5175.752 3719.148 
12820 5155.436 3739.464 13320 5176.161 3Tl8. 739 
12830 5155.856 3739.044 13330 5176.569 3718.331 
12840 5156.277 3738.623 13340 5176.977 3717.923 
12850 5156.697 3738.203 13350 5177.385 3717.515 
12860 5157.116 3737.784 13360 5177.793 3717.107 
12870 5157.536 3737.364 13370 5178.201 3716.699 
12880 5157.955 3736.945 13380 5178.608 3716.292 
12890 5158.374 3736.526 13390 5179.015 3715.885 
12900 5158.793 3736.107 13400 5179.422 3715.478 
12910 5159.211 3735.689 13410 5179.829 3715 .OTL 
12920 5159.629 3735.271 13420 5180.235 3714.665 
12930 5160.047 3734.853 13430 5180.641 3714.259 
12940 5160.465 3734.435 13440 5181.047 3713.853 
12950 5160.882 3734.018 13450 5181.453 3713.447 
12960 5161.300 3733.600 13460 5181.859 3713o041 
12970 5161.717 3733.183 13470 5182.264 3712.636 
12980 5162.133 3732.767 13480 5182.669 3712.231 
12990 5162.550 3732.350 13490 5183.074 3711.826 
13000 5162.966 3731.934 13500 51.83.479 371:1.421 
13010 5163.382 3731.518 13510 5183.883 37110017 
13020 5163.798 3731.102 13520 5184.287 3710.613 
13030 5164.213 3730.687 13530 5184.691 3710.209 
13040 5164.629 3730.271 13540 5185.095 3709.805 
13050 5165.044 3729.856 13550 51.85.499 3709.401 
13060 5165.459 3729.441 13560 51.85.902 3708.998 
13070 5165.873 3729.027 13570 5186.305 3708.595 
13080 5166.287 3728.613 13580 5186.708 3708.192 
13090 5166.702 3728.198 13590 518?' .111 3707.789 
13100 5167.115 3727.785 13600 5187.513 3707.387 
131.10 5167.529 3727.371 13610 5187.915 3706.985 
13120 5167.942 3726.958 13620 5188.317 3706.583 
13130 5168.356 3726.544 13630 5188.719 3706.181 
13140 5168.768 3726.132 13640 5189.121 3705o779 
13150 5169.181 3725.719 13650 5189.522 3705.378 
:13160 5169.593 3725.307 13660 5189.923 3704.977 
13170 5170.006 3724.894 13670 5190.324 3704.576 
13180 5170.418 3724.482 13680 5190o725 3704.175 
13190 5170o829 3724.071 13690 5191.125 3703.775 
13200 5171.241 3723.659 13700 519l.525 3703.375 
13210 5171.652 3723.248 13710 5191.925 3702.975 
13220 5172.063 3722.837 13720 5192.325 3702.575 
13230 5172.474 3722.426 13730 5192.725 3702.175 
13240 5172.885 3722.015 13740 5193.124 3701.776 
13250 5173.295 3721.605 13750 5193.524 3701.376 
Figure 2. Two Computer Read-Out Sheets Tabulating the Restriction Upon 
the Rotational Constants of N02c1
35 Imposed by the 1_
1
-.. 2 _2 
Transition Frequency, using (B+C) from the 2 1~30 Transition. 
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N0 2 CL35 ROTATIONAL CONSTANTS 
(Continued) 
J 2 to 3 TRANSI'I'IONS A B c 
13260 5174.166 3720.734 
13270 5174.566 3720.334 
A B c 13 28<,:; 5174.966 3'719 .934 
13290 5175.366 3719.534 
12800 5155.516 3739.384 13300 5175.765 3719.135 
12810 5155.927 3738.973 13310 5176.164 3718.736 
12820 5156.337 3738.563 13320 5176.563 3718.337 
12830 5156.747 3738.153 13330 5176o962 3717.938 
12840 5157.157 3737.743 13340 5177.361 3717.539 
12850 5157.567 3737.333 13350 5177.759 3717.14::.. 
12860 5157.977 3736.923 1336J 51'T8. !..)7 3716,743 
12870 5158.386 3736.514 13370 5178.555 3716 .3 1~5 
12880 5158.795 3736.105 13388 5178.953 3715.S47 
12890 5159.203 3735.697 13390 5179.350 3~{15. 550 
12900 5159.612 3735.288 13400 5179o 748 3715.152 
12910 5160.020 3734.880 13410 5180.145 3714.755 
12920 5160.428 3734.472 13420 5180.542 3714.358 
12930 5160.836 3734.064 13430 5180.938 3713.962 
12940 5161.244 3733.656 13440 5181.335 3713 .565 
12950 5161.651 3733.249 13450 5181.731 3713.169 
12960 5162.058 3732.842 13460 5182.127 3~(12. 773 
12970 5162.465 3732.435 13470 5182.523 3712.377 
12980 5162.872 3732.028 13480 5182.918 3711.982 
12990 5163.278 3731.622 13490 5183.314 3711.586 
13000 5163.684 3731.216 13500 5183.709 3711.191 
13010 5164.090 3730.810 13510 5184.104 3710.796 
13020 5164.496 3730.404 13520 5184.498 3710.402 
13030 5164.902 3729.998 13530 5184.893 3710.007 
13040 5165.307 3729.593 13540 5185.287 3'109 .613 
13050 5165.712 3729.188 13550 5185.631 3709.219 
13060 5166.117 3728.783 13560 5186.075 3708.825 
130'{0 5166.521 3728.379 13570 5186. 1+69 3708. 1+31 
13080 5166.926 3727.974 13580 5186.362 3'708.038 
13090 5167.330 3727.570 13590 5187o256 37CI.644 
13100 5167.734 3727.166 13600 518.7.649 3707.251 
13110 5168.137 3726.763 13610 5188.041 3706.859 
13120 5168.541 3726.359 13620 5188.434 3706.466 
13130 5168.944 3725.;956 13630 5188.827 3706.C73 
13140 5169.347 3725.553 13640 5189;219 3705.681 
13150 5169.750 3725.150 13650 5189.611 3705.289 
13160 5170.152 3724.748 13660 5190.003 3704.897 
13170 5170.555 3724.345 13670 5190.394 3704.506 
13180 5170.957 3723.943 13680 5190.786 3704.114 
13190 5171.359 3723o541 13690 5191.177 3703.723 
13200 5171.761 3723.139 13700 5191.568 3703.332 
13210 5172.162 3722.738 13710 5191.959 3702.941 
13220 5172.563 3722.337 13720 5192.349 3702.551 
13230 5172.964 3721.936 13730 5192.739 3702.161 
13240 5173.365 3721.535 13740 5193.130 3701.770 
13250 5173.765 3721.135 13750 5193 o520 3701.380 
Figure 3. Two Computer Read-Out Sheets Tabulating the Restriction Upon 
the Rotational Constants of N02c1
35 Imposed by the 2--. 3 
Transition Frequencies. 
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Cl 35 ROTATIONAL CONSTANTS 
3 to 4 TRANSITION 30 to 4 TRANSITION 
0 -1 - 1 
A B c A B c 
12800 5155 .788 3739.112 13300 5176.652 3718.248 
12810 5156.212 3738.688 13310 5177.065 3717.835 
12820 5156.635 3738.265 13320 5177.475 3717.425 
12830 5157.057 3737.843 133i0 5177.885 3717.015 
12840 5157.481 3737.419 133 0 5178 . 297 3716.603 
12850 5157.902 3736.998 13350 5178.707 3716.193 
12860 5158.324 3736.576 13360 5179.116 3715.784 
12870 5158.747 3736.153 13370 5179.527 3715.373 
12880 5159.168 3735.732 13380 51~9.936 3714.964 
12890 ' 5159.589 3735.~11 13~90 51 0.345 3714.555 
12900 5160.011 3734. 89 13 00 5180.755 3714.145 
12910 5160.431 3734.469 13410 5181.164 3713.736 
12920 5160.851 3734.049 13420 5181.5~2 3713.328 
12930 5161.271 3733.629 13430 5181.9 0 3712.920 
12940 5161 .692 3733.208 13440 5182.389 3712.511 
12950 5162 . 112 3732.788 13450 5182.797 3712.103 
12960 5162.530 3732.370 13460 5183.204 3711.696 
12970 5162.951 3731.949 13470 5183.612 3711.288 
12980 5163.370 3731.530 13480 5184.019 3710.881 
12990 5163.788 3731.112 13490 5184.426 3710.474 
13000 5164.207 3730.693 13500 5184.834 3710.066 
13010 5164.625 3730.275 13510 5185.240 3709.660 
13020 5165.043 3729.857 13520 5185.646 3709.254 
13030 5165 .462 3729.438 13530 5186.053 3708.847 
13040 5165 .879 3729.021 13540 5186.459 3708.441 
13050 5166 . 296 3728.604 13550 5186.864 3708.036 
13060 5166.714 3728.186 13560 5187.270 3707.630 
13070 5167.1~0 3727.770 13570 5187.675 3707.225 
13080 5167.5 7 3727.35~ 13580 5188.080 3706.820 
13090 5167.964 3726.93 13590 5188.485 3706.415 
13100 5168.380 3726.520 13600 5188.890 3706.010 
13110 5168.795 3726.105 13610 5189.294 3705.606 
13120 5169.212 3725.688 13620 5189.699 3705.201 
13130 5169 .627 3725.273 13630 5190.102 3704.798 
13140 5170.042 3724.858 13640 5190.506 3704.394 
13150 5170. 457 3724.443 13650 5190.910 3703.990 
13160 5170.872 3724.028 13660 5191.313 3703.587 
13170 5171.286 3723.614 13670 5191.716 3703.184 
13180 5171.700 3723.200 13680 5192.118 3702.782 
13190 5172.115 3722.785 13690 5192.522 3702.378 
13200 5172.527 3722.373 13700 5192.924 3701.976 
13210 5172.941 3721.959 13710 5193.325 3701.575 
13220 5173.355 3721.545 13720 5193.729 3701.171 
13230 5173 .767 3721.133 13730 5194.130 3700.770 
13240 5174.180 3720.720 13740 5194 . 531 3700.369 
13250 511'4 . 594 3720.306 13750 5194.933 3699.967 
13260 5 17~ . 005 3719.895 
13270 5175 .417 3719.483 
13280 517~ .830 371f..070 
13290 517 . 241 371 .659 
Figure 4. Two Computer Read-Out Sheets Tabulating the Restriction Upon 
the Rotational Constants of N02Cl35 Imposed by the 30 ~ 4 _1 
Transition Frequency, using (B+C) from the 21~30 Transition. 
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only a very weak determination of the rotational constantsa Small displace-
ments of the curves by centrifugal distortion are sufficient to shift A by 
several hundred megacycles. Furthermore, since the frequencies of the 31 - 40 
and 3_
3 
- 4_4 transitions are predicted about equally well by any of the tabu-
lated sets of constants, it is clear that they can impose no strong additional 
restrictiona The transitions which would help matters are these which are 
absent because they invol v'= levels antisymmetric in the oxygen atoms, and 
those which should be very weak because the molecule is nearly a prolate sym-
metric top o 
If the molecule is treated as a rigid planar rotor, the relation I
8 
+ ~ -
Ic -~ 0 can be used as an ad.di tional constraint upon the rotational constants for 
a stronger determination. Figure 5 shows a t abulation of the restriction ob-
tained by substitution of Helation 4 in the aborve relat:i.ona I t will be seen 
that this table has a sha~?lY defined intersection with each of the other 
tables at A~ 13,250 Me a Hotational constants for the 2- 3 intersection are 
37 listed in Table IV, along ui. th those obtained in the same manner for N0
2
Cl a 
The constants for N0
2
c135 are considerably di.fferent from those published by 
Millen and Si .. nn t t, but it is understood that in more recent unpublished work 
Dr a Sinnott has obtained revised sets of rotational constants in which A is 
close to 13,240 Mca 21 
Group-center transition freq_uenci.es calculated from these constants are 
included in Appendix III, and differences between observed and calculated fre-
quencies are listed in Table VIa The differences, although small, are greater 
than possible experimental errors except for the fitted 2 - 3 transitions " It 
is not possible to fit all transitions simultaneously with any single set of 
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NO C1 35 ROTATIONAL CONSTANTS (Continued) 
2 
A B c 
APPROXIMATE RELATION ASSUt-'IING 
PLANAR fvlOLECULE WITH ZERO 13250 5173.935 3720.965 
QUANTUM DEFECT 13260 5173.415 3721.485 
13270 5172.900 3722.000 
13280 5172.380 3722.520 
A B c 13290 5171.865 3723.035 
13300 5171.~45 3723.555 
12800 5198.085 3696.815 13310 5170. 30 3724.070 
12810 5197.530 3697. 370 13320 5170.315 3724.585 
12820 5196.980 3697.920 13330 5169.800 3725.100 
12830 5196.425 3698.475 13340 5169.285 3725.615 
12840 5195.875 3699.025 13350 5168.775 3726.125 
12850 5195.325 3699.575 13360 5168.265 3726.635 
12860 5194.775 3700.125 13370 5167.750 3727.150 
12870 5194.225 3700.675 13380 5167.240 3727.660 
12880 5193. 68o 3701.220 13390 5166.730 3728.170 
12890 5193.130 3701.770 13400 5166.220 3728.680 
12900 5192.585 3702.315 13410 5165.710 3729.190 
12910 5192.035 3702.865 13420 5165.205 3729.695 
12920 5191.495 3703.405 13430 5164.695 3730.205 
12930 5190.950 3703.950 13440 5164.190 3730.710 
12940 5190.405 3704.495 13450 5163.685 3731.215 
12950 5189.865 3705.035 13460 5163.180 3731.720 
12960 5189.320 3705.580 13470 5162.675 3732.225 
12970 5188.780 3706.120 13480 5162.170 3732.730 
12980 5188.240 3706.660 13 490 5161.665 3733.235 
12990 5187.700 3707 . 200 13500 5161.165 3733.735 
13000 5187.160 3707.740 13510 5160.665 3734.235 
13010 5186.625 3708. 275 13520 5160.165 3734.735 
13020 5186.085 3708. 815 13530 5159.660 3735.240 
13030 5185.550 3709.350 13540 5159.160 3735.740 
13040 5185.015 3709.885 13550 5158.660 3736.240 
13050 5184.480 3710.420 13560 5158.165 3736.735 
13060 5183.945 3710.955 13570 5157.665 3737.235 
13070 5183.415 3711.485 13580 5157.170 3737.730 
13080 5182.880 3712.020 13590 5156.670 3738.230 
13090 5182.345 3712.555 13600 5156.180 3738.720 
13100 5181.815 3713 . 085 13610 5155.680 3739.220 
13110 5181.285 3713.615 13620 5155.185 3739.715 
13120 5180.755 3714.145 13630 5154.695 3740.205 
13130 5180.225 3714.675 13640 5154.205 3740.695 
13140 5179.700 3715. 200 13650 5153.710 3741.190 
13150 5179.170 3715 .730 13660 5153.220 3741.680 
13160 5178.645 3716. 255 13670 5152.725 3742.175 
13170 5178.120 3716.780 1368o 5152.240 3742.660 
13180 5177.595 3717.305 13690 5151.750 3743.150 
13190 5177.070 3717.830 13700 5151.260 3743.640 
13200 5176.545 3718.355 13710 5150.770 3744.130 
13210 5176.020 3718.880 13720 5150.285 3744.615 
13220 5175.500 3719.400 13730 5149.795 3745.105 
13230 5174.975 3719 -~25 13740 5149.310 3745.590 
13240 5174.460 3720. 40 13750 5148.825 3746.075 
Figure 5. Two Computer Read-Out Sheets Tabulating the Restriction Upon 
the Rotational Constants of No2c1
35 Imposed by the Relation 
Ia+Ib-Ic=O, us i ng (B+C) from the 21~30 Transition. 
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Transition 
4_4 5 -5 
31 40 
30 - 4 -1 
3_3 - 4_4 
22 - 3 l 
21 - 3 0 
2 ... 2 - 3 -3 
1_1 - 2 -2 
00 - l -1 
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TABLE VI 
DTI,FERENCES BETWEEN OBSERVED AND 
CALcULATED GROUP-GENTER FREQUENCIES 
Gr olp -l"'l e nter F!'equency Deviation 







-0 o32 -Oo)l. 
-0 o5 9 -0 o58 
OuOO OoOl 




t Based on measured frequencies published by Millen and Sinnott o 20 
rotational cons t ants, whether or not the condition I + J_ ~ I ~ 0 is imposed o a ·-b c 
A notable characteristi-c of' the differences is t heir s :lmila r:i.ty f or the two 
isotopes of chlorine o Centrifugal distorti.on is suggested as t __ e cause ., first 
by the slight relat:i.ve displacements of the c ompu t er tabuJ..ati.ons f o!' dif ferent 





transi ti.on frequency o The frequency of thi.s tran.slti.on must be 




transition f or any r igi d rotary regard-
less of its rotational constantso 
-30-
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c" Molecular Dimensions of Nitryl Chl oride o For t he structure 
b 
0 
- - - - - a 
~u--~ 




- w a 
Ib l/M{ ml [ (m2 + 2m3) 
2 + 4m uv + 2m3 v
2
] + 2m2m3 v2} ::;;:: u 3 
I - I + T c a """b 
where M - ml + m 2 ·f-. 2m3 0 
The si.mp~Lic i ty of the structure thus permits ready de t erm.tnation of the molecular 
dimensions from the rotational constants.? using the relation I a ~ (1/A) 5o05531 x 
5 2 10 Mc/amu-A and the similar expression for I bo The dimension!!_ is given immed-
iately by I . To find u and v one can solve simultaneously the equations for 
a 




Cl · o Subtraction of the equati.ons for the two isotopes 
gives a numerical value for the quantity 
-31-







which can be substituted in the sum of the equations to ftnd v2 o Once vis 
known, the quadratic above can be solved for ~" Q'mple t rigonometry then 
gives theN- 0 distance and the 0-N-0 angle a 
The rotational constants listed in Table I V l ead to the following molecu-
lar dimensions: 
d(N - 0) ~ l o207 A 
d(N - Cl) ~ lo830 A 
L ( ONO) ~ 129 0 50 ° 0 
The figures shown in Table IV have been rounded in view of the approximation 
made in assuming molecular rigidityo The N - Cl dis ance is considerably 
larger than the sum of the single covalent bond radli, but is net so great 
as in nitrosyl chloride (NOCl)~ where the anomaly i s: attributed to ionic bond 
charactero 
d o Quadrupole Coupling Constants of_Nitryl Chlorideo The observable 
hyperfine spli tt.!!.ngs of nitryl chloride transi t:i.ons are due to t he chlorine 
nucleus; t hose due to the nitrogen nucleus are too small t o resolveo Quadru-
pole coupl ings were calcul.ated by f1.rst order t heory f rom a fitting of the 
hyperfine structures of the 2 - .3 transi ti.ons, usi.ng t he 11 maximum likelihood"u 
procedure described in Appendix I II o 
Separate maximum likelihood fittings of the hyper fi ne components of each 
2 - 3 transition were first performed~ result i ng in t he esti ma t es tabulated 
below without roundoffo 
-32-
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- 3 21. - 30 22 - 31 -2 -3 
Transition Transi tion Transition 
(Me) (Me ) (Me) 
xaa 
35 -94o81 -94a64 -95 a07 
X 35 52a35 50a47 bb 
xcc 
35 42a46 44o60 
Xaa 
37 -74a38 ~74o68 -'74o(7 
X 37 40o67 40o28 bb 
xcc 
37 33.71 34a49 
The splitting of the 21 - 30 trans i .tion is independent of xbb and ~c 0 The 
lack of consistency between isotopic species i.n the magnitudes of the discrep-
ancies suggests that they are due to the sensitivity of single-transition de-
terminations to small frequency measurement errors rather than to possible 






To mak:e more efficient use of the data 11 s:lmultaneous fi t i ngs c.f all the 
lines of all t hree transitions were next performed f or each isotopeo The re-
sul t .".ng estimates are listed below:; again wi ho·ut r oundoff" 
-33 -
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xaa -94.70 -74.58 
xbb 52 all 41.21 
Xcc 42.59 33 .37 
In an effort to refine the determinat:i.on of xbb and X :; which are not so . c:c 
strongly constrained as X , a final simult-aneous fi tti ng of all lines of all 
a .a 
transitions of both isotopes was performed. I n thi s calcul.ation the measured 
ratio X . 35 N 37 = 1 .2697 was used for the ratio Q35;Q37 . The following aa 1 1\.aa 
coupling constants were obtained . 
NO c135 2 No2c1
37 
(Me) (Me) 
Xaa -94.70 -74.58 
xbb 52.21 41.12 
Xcc 42 .49 33.46 
These values ofXbb and X differ by only 0 .1 Me f rom those det ermined for 
cc 
each isotope separately. ,values shown in Table III are rounded accordingly. 
These coupling constants predict the observed quadrupole-interaction 
shifts of 58 well-resolved lines (including the h i gb.er-J transitions 
-34-
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subsequently observed) with a standard deviation of 0 .02 Me, confirming the 
adequacy of first order theory within the limits of experimental measurement 
capability o 
From the couplings normal to the bond axis a 5- or 6-per-cent double bond-
ing would be estimated according to the theory of Gol dstein .3 The large coupling 
constant along the bond indicates that the remaini ng s i.ngle bond involves very 
little s-.hybridization and very little ionic character. 
e . Stark Effect for Nitryl Chloride. Determi nation of the dipole 
moment of N02c1
35 was undertaken by analysi.s of the Stark splitting of the 2
1 
-
30 transition. In Figure 6, a recording made at an el.ectri.c field intensity of 
515 volts/em, all ten Stark components of this t ransi t ion are visible as down-
ward deflections. 
Spli.ttings of the 21 energy level were fi.rst calculated for several values 
of the quantity J.LE (dipole moment times field inter.si ty) )l usi.ng an IBM 650 com-
puter to diagonalize the Hamil toni an matrices of M:tzushi ma ol.) This procedure 
was not necessary for the 3
0 
level~ there the average vall e of the molecular 
electric field gradient at the chlorine nucleus vani shes, so that t}:!...ere is no 
quadrupole interaction and the Stark energ:les are t hose f or an ord.Jnary asym-
metric rotor. 
Comparison of recordings with cal culated Stark s t r uctur e s showed good qual-
i t attve agreement and indicated a dipole moment in the nei.~~borhood of 0 "5 De bye . 
Quantitatively, however, there was at higher fi.el d intensi ties a pronounced 
foreshortening i.n the observed shifts of t h se components whi ch were di.splaced 
by more than about 30 Me from their parent l ineso 
Of parti.cular interest is Component No o 2 in F o gure 6, f or whi ch 
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Figure 6. The J = 21~ 30 Transition of N02Cl35 Showing the Stark Components for an Electric Field 
of 515 Volts/em. The F2 Values are for the Lower State. The Values of F in the Upper 
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obtained from a first degree secular equationo The d:t s:placement· of the ~~om-
ponent from the F2 ~ 7/2 l:i.ne is found to be 
2 
r por i.onal t o E ~ being :'.n fact 
identical to the displacement for an asyrnrnetrtc t op Yi . · .out q,uad.rupol e inter-
action. The dashed lirie in Figure 7 shows t h i s e.x: e ted behav '.or, f or compari-
son with the observed shifts. 
The failure of the nondegenerate theor y can be a tt i buted P-' ·.marily to 




energy levels, whose s epar ation i s 178 .89 Me. 
The solid curve i.n Figure 7 s::rows the behav." or ... red.ic t e d by t~ e t heory of 
Golden and Wilson
22 
for an asymmetric top wi. t hout quadrup le interac ion in the 
case of near -degeneracy . ~rhe ag:reement wi t h exper · me nt i .s very good i ndeed, 
even thougl1 a nonvan:i shing influence of quadrupole i.nteraction migb:;; be expected 
in a rigorous treatment of the degenerate case 0 Also ne gl e cted is a s .. :.mil ar 




levelso The best-fitting dipole moment of Oo 53 Debye c ompares favorably with 
a value of 0 o5l De bye obta::.ned from the nondegenera te t heory at low field in-
tensi.ties o 
Although Golden and Wilson pointed out t __ at cases of near-degeneracy are 
almost inevit abl e for asyrmnetric -top molecul.es, n theory has been developed 
for the Stark: spli. tting of 1.ose -space d asymmetric -top energy levels i.n tb.c~ 
presence of quadrupole i.nteracti.ono .e nee d f or such a heory is clearly J.l-
~-ustrated by the present anal.ysis, where only transit· .ons i nvolving near-
degenerate levels exhibit suffi.ci.ently large spl i t i ng f or ace r ate me asure-
mento 
f o . bra tional States of Nitr;y_l Ch oride o In addi t ion to 
the strong absorption linee. listed in Appendix I.... 9 a n be:r o f weaker lines 
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TABLE VI! 
WEAK NITRYL. CKLORIDE .ABSORP'Jii N LI NE t FREQt I ES 
J 
r 
2 3 ttt 
2 -+ 1 
2 3 
ttt 
1 -+ 0 
(Me) 
36, 740tt (4 l ines ) 
35,129 .4 
35,126.2 
35 .~12.0 .o 






35 ;~ 689 . 5 
35, 686 09 
35, 68la7 
35, 679 .0 





t · These lines presumably :result from rotati.onal trans iti ons in an exc:i ted 
vibration state a 
ttMeasurements made with absorption wavemete o 
tttTh t 1 f th f . ~ , 0 ~ " h e wo arger o e ou... ...t. l neo are g 1 ven ·-ere " 
in groups of f ourJ and the pat t er n of f r l i r ... e s i s almost i dentical to that 
of one of the strong groups . A weak group corre s pond:i.ng t o ea eh str ng group 




and the .3 _
3 
-+ 4 _4 ansi i ons . 
The latter require very high Star k vol t age s fo r de t e c t.· o_ a d t _.ei r weake r 
counterparts mig.h.t well be below the s ens:i t iv · t o the spectrogr aph a Each 
weak group is found at a l ower frequency t han t he c r r e spond.i ng s t r ong gr oup o 
Calculations show that they do not result from i o o _· c f orms of nitryl 
-.39-
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chloride containing ;.5 or o18 0 These facts seem to identify the weak groups 
as resulting from absorption by molecules in an exc:i.ted v:i.bration state o This 
interpretation, however:; points up a slight inconsistency wi th published work 
of Ryason and Wilson1 9 on the infrared spectr um f nitryl chlorideo 

















o Ryas on and W:" lson report the follow-
ing assignment of fundamental vibrati on freq encie s f or ni t r yl chloride~ 
vl(~) 1~~93 
-1 
v4(Bl ) 1685 
-1 










- em - em 
Taki.ng account of the restrictions placed on the total wave func tion by the 
presence of identical oxygen nuclei, the observed transi t1ons are al.lowed only 
for a vi.brational mode of speci es A
1 






o If these 
lines result from an exci.ted v
3
.? f or instance ;> then lines r~sulting from an 
excited v
5 
vibration should be observableo A s i ngly excited v
5 
vibration should 








wh.:i. ch are not permi.tted i.n the 




trans i t ion but n ne was 
found o 
Some additional. measurements wil l e made in or der t o obt ain a mor e 




IV D sc 'ENT C THAI NG OF S ... ENTS 
Four graduate students have been empl oyed unde r t his contract while working 
on advanced degrees. 
1 . Mr o J ames IL Mauldin recei ve d his as ter' s egr ee i n J'une, 1955. Mr. 
Mauldin constructed t he high voltage s qua r e wave gene._ a t o:r use d f or Stark modu-
lation of the microwave spectrograph and t e&ted i by ex~" ning the Stark effect 
of carbonyl sulfide. Eis thesis is entitled '0 A Hig_ Voltage Square Wave Genera-
tor for Stark Modulation. ,.1 
2. Mr. Donald F. Eagle received his M. ste r ' s Degree i n U..lle, 1956. Mr. 
Eagle did the work on the Stark effect o f ni trosyl brom~ de and is now working 
toward his Doc tor of Philosophy in Phys :i.cs . Hi s ac~er n s Tl:'.1.e si.s is entitled 
"Stark Effec t and N:1clear Quadrupole Split ing i.n r.£ R tat.ion Spe c trum of 
Nitrosyl Bromide . n 
3. Mr . Lorimer Clayton, J r. expec t s t o comple t .~. i s w rk for Doc tor of 
Philosophy in Physics in De~ember 1957. His work on ni tryl chloride will be the 
subject of his t he sis. 
4 . Mr. Edward L. Beeson is worki r_g t owar d hi s Doc r of p __ ].losophy in 
Physics and wLL ... use his 1jfork on t h . Stark effect of c lorot:ri fluorom.e thane as 
a part of his research f r t hat degre e . 
Appp:oy~d~ /1 
J • "'E • Bo ytr"" (/ . ·.• 
Associate Direct or 
Res pee l y a Ibmi ttedg 
T . L o Weath~rl;y 
Proj e c t Co~·director 
Quitman Wi l __ :iams 
· ojec t Co-D:irec tor 
Lorime ' ~l~yto~J~ v·- ' . 
Re s earch Physlc" s 
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V o Fu~ . ICATIO S 
"Pure Quadrupol e qpe tra of Some Nitx ochloroben zene , " To Lo. Weat herly and 
Quitman Williams~ J o Chern. Phys. ~.J1 2073 (1953 ) (L ) o 
"Nuclear Quadrupole Hesonances in Some Chlor ine Compounds .9 " Quitman Wil-
liams and T .. Lo Weather ly: ~ 0 C_emo Phys. 221 572 ( 954)(1) 
"Nuclear Quadrupo .e Resona c e in Ethyl Chl r of t 'I!la te and Ethyl Tricb.lor-
.a.cetate," T . L .. Weatherly and Q'lit man Williams~ ~T, Chemo Phys. 22; 958 (1954) 
(L) D ·---· 
"The Microwave Spec trum of Nitr osy· :Sromi.de .It " Quit man Wil l iams and . L . 
Weatherly~ (Paper presented at t _ e ew 'Y or k meeting of the Amer ican Physical 
Society, Jan<> 27-29.9 1955). 
uThe· Microwave Spectrum and .Mole ulax' ~on ta.nts of i trosyl Bromide," T. 
L. Weatherly and Quitman Wil liams: . ~~em. Ph s . 25 .~~ 717 (1 956 ) ; also _echnical 
Report No" 1, OOR Pr oject 1'\fo. 1016, Engi:q,ee!r"i ng Exper ime S ·a.tion, Georgia 
Institute of ecbnology (1955)" 
. ••The Stark Ef:fect in the Rotational Spe r um of Nitrosyl Bromide," Donald 
F. Eagle, To Lo Weatnerly and Quit man Wi l ia.ms ~ Te bnlcal Report No. 2, OOR Pro-
ject Noo 1016, Engineering Experiment Stat on..? Geor gia I nst i t ute of Technology, 
1956. 
"Quadrupole Coupling Constants of Ni :ryl Chlor ide 2
11 Lor imer Clayton, Quit-
man Williams and To L o Weatherly ~ Abs tract Bul· .. Amo Phys . Soc 0, b 341. (1956). 
- "A High Voltage Square Wave Gene a t or for St ar k rodul ation J v_ J ames H. 
Mauldin: Master ' s Thesis , Georgia Inst i tute of Techno ogy, 955o 
uStark Effect and Nuclear Quadrupol e Spl it· ir g in t :te Rot a.ti.onal Spectrum 
of Nitrosyl Bromide ; 11 Da..l'lal d :£1, 0 Eagle ~ Mast e r : s ..... esis, Geor gia Institute of 
Technology, 19560 
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VI " APPENDIXES 
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APPENDIX I o COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDTJRES 
FOR QT,JAD.RUPOLE I NTERAC . I ON IN AN 
ASYMMETRic ... . OP MOLEc· 
The first order theory of quadrupol e yperfine s truc -ure in asymmetric-
top molecules has been worked out by Bragg and ot hers, and is summarized quite 
. 4 effectively in t he book by .. 'ownes and Sc:":?.awlow 0 ~'he put·pose of this appendix 
is to outline a number of algebraic manipula- ,ions whi h 'b..ave proved convenient 
in the application of the theory to analysis of spec·tra. 
A. Quadrupole Interaction Ene:r .&l 
As is well known, t be quadrupole int e r act. i.on ener gy for any type of mole-
cule can be expressed as 
e qJ. Q r3 
1</Q .~ 21(21 - 1)(2J - l )J llj' C(C + l) - I( (1) 
where C = F(F + l) - I(I + 1) - J{J + 1 ) 
F =I+ J, I+ J - 1, o 0 D oo II -
where V is the potential at t t .e nucleus in que s i on :resu l t ing f :rom a l. extra..-
nuclear cb.arges ·' and Z is ·1- . dir e c · i on o:f ~T , fixed i .n pace 0 
Of the several expressions whi ch have ·been propo.Bed f or t he evaluation of 
qJ for an asymmetric-top molecule, t he mns+ canv.eni ent appears to be that of 
Bragg and Golden: 
-44-
w~ere !:; £; and £ ~re t _e directions of t he p inc ipal axes, and E(K) is t he ta.b-
.ulated rigid""'roto:r reduced energy for t he level i n question, a. function of t he 
asymmetry pa.rameter .KG 
In substituting t his expression in Equat i on 1, one ob ·ains as fac tors t he 
" ·~ X o2.J' X o~· ~ eo2y quadrupole. couplings · ~ aa := e-2. Q,, bb = ·~2 Q~ and 
0 
2 Qo oa. o·b c oc 
Since V obeys Lapla.ce ~ s Equation, t he relat ion 
can be used to effect a simplif:l.cationo Suitabl e f actoring yields ·t he simple 
expr·ession~ 
(2) 
where X ~X + Y + aa ' 'cc 
1 k oE (tt .j ~....- ,, 
OK "' ::: J (J + 1) 
-45-
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and f(I,J,F) is the tabulated quantity known as Casimir's function~ 
It is sometimes more convenient to use a.n alternative form: 
wbe re C ( J, T) == A ( J.? T ) + B { ,J, T) 
D(J,T) - A(J,T) ~ B(J,T). 
(3) 
The coefficients A(J,T) a.nd B(JpT) may be found in ~eral by simple inter-
polations in tables t of E {It); however, for low-J· energy levels they can be ex-
pressed as explicit functic:>ns of' K 0 These expressions as well as those for 
C(J,K:) and D(J,T) are given in Table A.I for the levels through J = 3 .. 
B. Spae ings of Hlperfine Gomponen ts 
If the quadrupole interaction energy is written in the form 
(4) 
where the factor G(J,T) re:presents, for a given molecule, either of the brack-
.eted quantities in the last section, then the frequency of the hyperfine com-
ponent JJ~T,F ~ J' .9 T', F' is 
( 5) 
where . v is the unperturbed 11 group -:center 11 fre-quency for the transition J ~ J ' , 0 
0 T T 
tTables of both E(K:) and f(IJJ,F) may be found in tbe back of Townes and Schaw-
























CONSTANTS FOR EVALUATION OF QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION ENGERIES IN ASYMMETRIC-TOP MOLECULES 
A (J,r) B (J,r) C (J,r) D (J,r) 
0 0 0 0 
-1/2 1/2 0 -1 
1 0 1 1 
-1/2 -1/2 -1 0 
K 1 1-K 1+K 
--- -~ ~-
- VK2+3 y K2N -..j K2N -..j K2N 
i/2 l/2 1 0 
-1 0 -1 -1 
1/2 -1/2 0 1 
K -1 K-1 1+K 
-- -- --
y K2+3 -..j K2N -..j K2N -..j K2N 
1 [ BK-6 J 1 E 2K-4 J 5 ~ K-1 ~ 1 c JK-1 J -- 1 + -
- -..j 4K2 -6K+6 . 
-- --
+ -..j 4K2-6K+6 4 -..j4K2-6K+6 4 2 -..j 4K2-6K+6 2 
1 
[- v K2:15 J 5 GK2~1J 1 r 5-K J ~ c- ~] - - 2 1 + VK2+15 2 2 y K2+15 
1 [ 8K.6 J 1 E 2K+4 J 1 E 3.+1 ~ 5 G K+1 J -- 1 + -- - y 4K2 +6K-r6 -- + -..j 4K2+6K+6 --4 -..j 4K2 +6,K+6 4 2 2 -..j 4K2+6K+6 
0 0 0 0 
1 [ BK-6 J 1 [ 2K-4 J 5 ~ K-1 J 1 [ JK-1 J - 4 1 - y 4K2-6K+6 - + -..j 4K2-6K+6 - -- - y 4K2-6K+6 4 2 y 4K2-6K+6 2 
1 E K J 5 ~] 1 E 5-K J 1 [ 5+K J - +-- -- - - "K2+15 - 1+--2 -..j K2+15 . 2 2 2 y K2+15 
1 
[ 8K.6 J 1 [ ~+4 J 1 E 3K+1 J 5 [ K+1 J -- 1 
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The frequency separation ·between two such hyperfine components of t he same tran-
sition is therefore 
= G(J ',T') lf' (IJ 'Fi) - :f ( J'F' 2 )l 
- G(.! ,T) [f' (I -"1 ) - f' (IJF2 ) J · 
(6) 
As a preliminary step in the analysis of spect r a, it is ~.elpful to pre-
pare a table of the numerieal. values of t he coeffic ien ts of t he G's for the 
spacings between all pairs of hyperfine components of each transi.tion of in ... 
terest D This can be done quite readily by reference t;o t abJ..es of Casimir~ s 
function, and it will generally be found t ..:..a:t ~e- a in pairs of spacings are 
either equal or otherwise simply related regardl ess f t :te values of t he mole-
ip resul ·; a. consequence of t he simple 
rational"':'fraction form of f (I· ·) .? is useful in t he iden-tifiea,tion of components D 
Furthermore, certain spacings can often be found from whi ch numerical values of' 
the G's can be determined immediately, thus l.eading .qu i ckl y to first, estimates 
of the quadrupole coupl ings .. 
Since the spacing relations determined in t his manner depend only upon 
I:? J j and ~r f ·' and are independent of T and t he G ~ s ·' one table suffices for sev-
eral t ransitions an,.d applies to any mol ecul e with t he same I o 
C. .Maximum Likelihood Calculation of Quadrupol e ~ou;p l. ings 
The process of calcula· ing .quadrupol e coup~ .i n gs is one of successive re-
finement, closely connected wit h the determinat i o of group·~center frequencies 
and the calculation of r otati.onal constants . A .fi.r s ' e s t imate of g~roup-:cente:r 
frequencies by ta,king intenfdty~·wei.ghted averages of :hyperfine component 
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frequencies will generally permit calc ulation of t he rotational constants and K 
with sufficient .a.ccuracy for making first estimates of quadrupol e coupl ings as 
mentioned in Section B. T_hese couplings in turn permit a more a ccurate deter-
mination of group-center frequencies, from wl::.i ch K can be obtained wit h suf-
ficient accuracy :for use in calculat ion of pr ecise quad:r,upole couplings G Finall y, 
the rotational constants Cl!Ul be revised if necessa:r~y, us ing pr ecise group-c:enter 
frequencies. 
If appropriate transit ions can be o"bser ved, vari:>us spacings can oft en be 
f"ound such that each depends strongly upon a differen coupl ing c.onst a...nt; in 
this ca,se, a. quick solution from the expr essi0n.s fo:~· ·J( c."'.3T) is likely to be ~c-
curate 0 B:owever, when spaeings are small or wh.e.r · he experiment al data are 
l.imited (as for nitryl chloride, where many ene r gs . evels $r e absent) 3 t he qua.-
drupole coupling determination "becomes quite sensi t.ive to frequency-measurement 
errors. It is then important to make efficient us e of a · l a.vai .a b l e data.. 
If several hyperfine compo!lents are· invo ved, oze usual l y has at _is dis:... 
posa.l an overdetermined set of equations in X and X !) s l .igh t l y ineonsistent 
aa c 
because of frequency measurement e r :r·o· s 0 Some kind of ~'ave:.ragingn or data-
. smooth ing proced·ur e is clearly desirable s o t h.at ad~rru,~t age ma.y be taken of t h is 
overdete:r:minat ion to minimize t he e r r or i n t he so . . u t i on f o:, Xa.a and Xcc. o . In 
choosing such a proc edure_, however , o e mus·t t ake car e to avoid improper weight-
ing of' individual frequency measu rement s 0 . 
It is usually reasonabl e to ass1t.me t "' t -:he f r equenc ies of al. well~resolved 
lines are measured wi·tb. equal p:ro·ba.ble error, and · o exclude all 1: 1-:resolved 
lines from consider ation 0 The o -.ca l l ed 11ma.xlmu.m l lke l i h od" sta· ist ical me t hod 
then affords a convenient mea.ns <Of a c comp l s t .. ing smoo· h ing wh i . e ensuring proper 
weighting of' all const r aint s o 
An arbitrary linear combination of some OJ' a ll of t he well -:resol ved com-
ponents of a given transit-ion can be expressed .in -;h.e for m 
n 
j = . 
. where for a particular ch0ice of coeffic i,~nts a
1 
. , he numerical values of c. 
-J l 
and d. can be calculated :from Equation 5, us i ng 
l 
Now if tne a.
1
j's are chosen such t hat 
n 
'2~ aij 0 
j =-1 
(7) 
only two unknowns,-X and X "· remain 0 aa · :cc J he maximum l ike l i hood met hod involves 
reduction o:f an appr opriately chosen set of ~uc. __ e quat ions to t he two .equations 
below, wh.ich can t hen be solved for t he· c oupl ingEi 0 
~~ \' 
\ cl. (al._l ·.Vl + al.2v2 + o. a v ) ~~ L (c 2 X ·1· c l. dl.. x_ .,_~ c ) ~ 0 0 0 in n · / - i " a.a - (Sa) 
i i 
d. (a .1v1 + a.~ v2 + , " " ,, a. v ) l l l~- 1.n n , [ (,ia;\.a. + ~Xc,J (8b) 
i i 
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An uappropria.tely chosen" set is ene for w_i ch t be l.ine~frequency coefficients 
satisfy, in addition to Equation 7J t he condition ~ 
Lailkj ={l' 
i · - k (9a) 
:i. /. k o (9b ) j 0.9 
Condition 9a ensures that the probable ,error of e.ae_ linear combination is the 
same, while 9b makes the errors i.n differ ent linear combinations s t a t istically 
independent (uncorrelated). Among E. l ine frequenc ies, n di.fferent lL11ear com-
binations can be chosen which satisfy condition 9» bu onl y (n~l) can be found 
which satisfy Equation 7 in addition.. :ro make u se of a l l constraints, one must 
use a complete set of (n~l) such linear com'bina t i on..s 0 .he choi ce is; of course, 
not unique, but a.ll. sets so chosen lead to i de t i 1 sol ut ions o 
The selection of a set of linear c ombinat ions 'to sat isfy condition 9 amounts 
to the construction of a coefficient matrix whose l'OWS. represent orthonormal vee-
tors; a.nd this is a convenient way to handle t he pr oblem in pra.cticea If the 
first (n-1) rows of such a :matrix are c" _osen to sat i s fy Equation 7, the last 
row will :represen.t a linear combinat ion involvi ng t he group- e nt er frequency , v 
0
p 
which must be regarded as a t h i r d unlmown s ince i ts dete r mina-t ion is not inde-
pendent of t ne quadrupole couplings 0 C .n sequent .y 3 t he l ast row imposes no ad-
dit ional constraint upon the coupl ings and houl d be dismissed :f:com considerat iono 
For a. strong determination of t he quadrupo e oup~· ings.9 it is desir a·ble to 
perform a maximum likelihtDod fitting of t ' e !_yperfine s· ·ructures of sever al 
transitions simultaneously o To do so, it is on ne s sa.ry to find appr opriat e 
linear com'binations of t he components of t h e individual r ansi t ione as descr ibed 
-51-
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above,. compute the corresponding c. 's and d. 1 s ., and then i.nclude all such com-
l l . 
bina.tions for all transitions in the sunnna.tion of Equat ions 8a and 8b 0 
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Table AII 
CALCULATED AND OBSERVED FREQUENCIES OF THE 
J ~ 2 _. 3 TR.AN I TION F NI THOSY BROMIDE 
NOBr NOBr 
Transi. t i on Calculate..;; Wei ght ed ObservedtT Calculated Weighted Obs erved 
J F f r eqE?ncy Aver aget F.:r.e~uency Frequency Averaget Fre~ncytt -
(Me) (Me) (Me} (Me) (Me) (Me) 
2 -J.-·3-2 5/2-5/ 2 21,743 036 21,742o93 21J606 o47 21,606 o22 
, ~ l/2-.3/2 21?745n67 21;; 745 0 7)+ 21, 6o8 o5l. 2l,Go8o49 j-1· 
7/2-9/ 2 21, 747 078 21,747 o91 2.l,610 o24 21, 6o9 o91 ~ 
3/2-5/ 2 2 ,769c9J 21,9769o84 21 ,9 628084 21,628o84 ~ 
5/2 ~7/2 21,772 o04 21,77lo95 21.96)0 o58 21,630 o32 ;o (1) 
"d 
0 
2 ~~ 5/?. -7/2 2l j 994 cl5 } 21? 994ol7 2l.'J 99.3 0 86 2l .~ 852 o62} 21, 852 064 2l p852 o23 li -2 _, -3 c+-
I 7/ 2=9/ 2 2.l p994ol8 21.9 852 o65 
\.Jl 3/ 2=5/ 2 22,9 018 ol 9} 22.., 0l8 o2l 22} Ql6 o97 21.} 872 0 77} 2.l j872o78 2l .9 87l olO \).1 
I l/2 3/2 22JQl 8 o23 2.l.p872c80 
CD 
(.) 
21 - 'S 7/ 2=9/2 n, 972 .oo 1 2l)l 8)4o22 c+ ~ a 
7/2 ~7/2 2l j 97'2 o00 2l98.)4o 22 ~ 0 
7/2 5/ 2 2ls972o 0 2l.? 973 c0.3 2l-. 972 o29 2.1.~ 834 o 22 21}834o70 2l.~ 83~ ol 9 0 
22 =3~ 7/ 2=9/ 2 21, 972.94 J 21.9 8 ol7 :x> n 1. 7/ 2.:>7/2 21~ 8 5 o22 D 21>' 97- oOO ~~ 7/ 2=5/2 2l; 972 o97 21.;> 8)5 o20 
21 -.?0 3/2=3/ 2 ~ . 994 .74} 2l , 857 .47} 
3/ 2=5/ 2 C.. , 9999 c 74 22JOOOo 22J oo· o07 21 .9 857 )+"( 21y857o95 2l.so 858o 69 
22 =3 3/ 2·=3/ 'C. 22~ 0· CL 64 21~ 858 o.39 1 








Table AII (concluded) 
CAI.£:ULATED AND OBSERVED FREQUENCIES OF THE 
J ~w 2 ..... 3 TRANSir:l.1ION OF NI TROSYL BROM..tDE 
CalcUlated 
(Me) 
22. p 069 o08} 222 069008 
22 j) 069o08 





















2l .~ 915 °59 
2l2915:t59 
2.lJ 9J.6 o)OJ 
21]19l6o54 
21$916 °57 





Tt.e calculated rela i ve intensi t i tcs we:r.e used for th~ weighting fac t or R 0 
t The est 1mate d e r r r s o 6!) '_"' erved f requenci AS are 0 "25 !A..c 0 
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Table AIII 
OBSERVED Lir.."'E FREQUENCIES 
FOR TF~ J ~ 3 ~ 4 AND J ~ 4 ~ 5 TRA~SITION 0 NOBr t 
Transition 
J ~ 3 ~4 
J = 4 ~5 













29 154 oO 






29 .359 ul 
29 463.3 






















































Level degenerate inFo 




Cl MICR<l\TAVE SPECTRUM 
Measured Group Center Frequency ~ 37085o46 Mco 











Measured Group Cent er 




















Measured Group Center F:r·equency !'!:: 35439 o63 Meo 




Measur ed Group Cent er 
Frequency pl us Cal.c"' 
culated Quadrupol e 
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N0
2 
Cl MICROWAVE SPECTRUM 
3=J ~ 4=4 Transition Measured Group Center Frequenc~y ~ 3J932u71 Mco * 
NO Cl35 
2 
Calculated Group Center Frequency = 33933o30 Mco 
F3 F4 Theoretical Measured Measured Group Cente:r· Calculated 
Relative Frequency Frequency plus Cal= Frequency 
Intensity (Me) culat.ed Quadrupole ( Me ) 
Interact ion Shift , 
5/2 5/2 2oJO 33953~0 33952o94 3395Jo53 
7/2 7/2 3o02 JJ94J.o4 JJ94J.o52 33942~11 
7/2 9/2 25o5 3J933u8) 339J3o81 33934~40 
9/2 11/2 33o3 3J933ol7 33933ol6 J3933o75 
5/2 7/2 19ol 33930o97 J39J0o96 J393lo55 
3/2 5/2 l4o3 33930o27 33930o31 JJ930o90 
9/2 9/2 2o31 JJ9llol9 339 ol 8 3J911o77 
* Obtained using the four principal lines onlyo 




Calculated Group Center Frequency ~ 27382 &92 Me 0 
~ 
F2 F3 Theore .. (ri ~"al Measured Measur ed Group Center Calcula t.ed. 
Re al>7ive Frequency Frequen:·ey plus Cal= Frequency 
In .ensity (Me) culated Quadrupole ( Me) 
Int er action Shift 
1/ 2 3/2 lOoO 27407o00 2740 o99 27406o99 
7/2 9/2 J5o7 27J89o88 27389 o90 27389ft91 
7/2 7/2 4o08 , 27J88c,8 27J88o86 27J88o87 
3/2 3/2 4oOO 2738Jt.8 27J 83 o 7.5 27J8)o 75 
3/2 5/2 16oO 27382~.73 27382 0 1 27J82o71 
5/2 5/2 5o22 27J66ol 27J66ol l 27366oll 
5/2 7/2 4 ~ 2 a-_, 2736.5(t61 27365u6J 2736.5o6) 
* Obtained using the four principal l i nes onlyo 
-5 -
21 - 30 Transition 
NO Cl35 
2 




































Cl MICROWAVE SPECTRUM 
Measured Group Center Frequency ~ 26684o67 Mco 








Measured Group Cent er 
Frequency plu2 Cal= 













Measu:red Group Cent er Frequen~cy ~ 25986o49 Mco 











Measur ed Group Cent eJr 
~~equency plus Cal= 
culated Quadrupo· e 



















37 line 9 21 .,. 3o J F2 ~ 5/ ? 
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N0
2
CI MICROWAVE SPECTRUM 
Measured Group Center Frequen y g: 40600o57 Mco 











Measured Group Cent er 




















Measured Group Cent er Frequen.~y 1!.'11 ,l5990o35 Mco 











Measured G!" up Gente:t" 
Frequen ~y pl us Cal= 
culated Quadrupol e 
In+era ;tion Shif't 
35996o65 
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N0
2 
Cl MICROWAVE SPECTRUM 
30 - 4_1 Transition Measured Group Center Frequency = 34512.,83 Mco 
NO C13? 
2 
Calculated Group Center Frequency = 34513 ol4 Me o 
F3 Fh Theoretical Measured Measured Group Center Calculated 
Relative Frequency Frequency plus Cal~ Frequency 
Intensity (Me) culated Quadrupole (Me) 
Interaction Shift 
* 5/2 16o7 3451Boll 34518oll 34518o42 •* 11/2 33o3 3451:;.,53 34515o52 34515o83 
* 7/2 22.2 34510a72 34510o72 345llo03 
~~ 9/2 27o8 3450Boll 34508ol3 34508o44 
* Level degenerate in Fe 
3_
3 
- 4_4 Transition Measured Group Center Frequency = 33158o89 Mco 
NO Cl37 
2 Calculated Group Center Frequency = 33159o47 Me., 
F3 F4 Theoretical Measured Measured Group Center Calculated 
Relative Frequency Frequency plus Cal= Frequency 
Intensity (Me) culated Quadrupole (Me) 
Interaction Shift 
5/2 5/2 2o30 not measo 33174o91 33175o49 
7/2 7/2 3o02 not rneas o 33165o84 33166o43 
7/2 9/2 25.,5 33159o75 33159.,74 33160e32 
9/2 11/2 33oJ 33159.,29 33159.,26 33159o84 
5/2 7/2 19ol . 33157a49 33157.,49 33158e07 
3/2 5/2 14oJ 33156o97 33157o01 33157o60 
9/2 9/2 2e31 not rneaso 3314lo84 33J.42o42 
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N0
2 
Cl MICROWAVE SPECTRUM 
22 - 31 Transition 
Measured Group Center Frequency ~ 26600o74 Mco 
NO C137 
2 
Calculated Group Center Frequency = 26600.,73 Mco 
F2 F3 Theoretical Meas·ured Measured Group Center Calculated 
Relative Frequency Frequency plus Cal- Frequency 
Intensity (Me) culated Quadrupole (Me) 
Interaction Shift 
1/2 3/2 lOoO 26619o69 26619o68 26619o66 
7/2 9/2 35o7 26606o22 26606o23 26606o22 
7/2 7/2 4.08 not Jreslvd. 26605o48 26605'o47 
3/2 3/2 4oOO 2660lo4 2660lo34 2660lo33 
3/2 5/2 16o0 26600o60 26600o59 26600o58 
5/2 5/2 5o22 2658'7o5 26587o50 26587o49 
5/2 7/2 24o5 2658'7oJ.4 26587ol5 26587oJ.4 
* Obtained using the four prineipal lines onlyo 














* Level degenerate in Fo 
Heasured Group Center Frequency = 25977o93 Me., 








Measured Group Center 
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N0
2 
Cl MICROWAVE SPECTRUM 
2_2 - 3_3 
Transition Measured Group Center Frequency = 25355o22 Me~ 
NO Cl3? 
2 
Calculated Group Center Frequency = 25355ol9 Mco 
F2 F3 Theoretical Measured Measured Group Center Calculated 
Relative Frequency Frequency plus Cal= Frequency 
Intensity (Me) culated Quadrupole (Me) 
Interaction Shift 
3/2 3/2 4oOO 25369.52 25369 o53 25369o51 
5/2 5/2 5.22 25361+.68 25364o73 25J64o71 
5/2 7/2 24.5 2.5356.38 25356.38 25356o35 
7/2 9/2 35.? 2535~;.97 25355.94 25355.92 
3/2 5/2 16.0 25351.64 2535lo64 25351.61 
1/2 3/2 10.0 25351.20 2535lo20 2535lol8 
7/2 7/2 4.08 2533Bo08 25338o05 25338o02 
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